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A model organism is a species that has been widely studied because they are easy to keep in 
the lab, and it is much easier to do experiments on them than on humans. For instance, in our 
study, we were able to keep entire fruit fly populations in small plastic bottles in the lab for several 
years. The generation of Drosophila is fairly short –about 2-3 weeks. That makes it easier to study 
long-term changes, genetics, evolutionary effects, etc. We expect that our discoveries in these 
organisms also apply, or stand "model", for other species and humans.

For fruit flies, it can help with digestion, as well as with fighting off parasite attacks.

For humans, we know that the microbe is very important for digestion, vitamin production, immune 
defense, can influence our behaviour, and may be involved in triggering various diseases.
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Can microbes make fruit flies stronger?

check your understanding

The insect we used our study, the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) is a model organism. 
What does this mean? And how does this make our study easier?

What functions could the microbiome have in fruit flies? What about in humans?

For our parasite resistance experiment, we split our fruit fly populations into “treatment” and 
“control” group. Why do you think did we choose to have the control group that we did not do 
anything to? Wouldn’t it have been easier to just use one group for the experiment?

Which statement do you think is true for the human microbiome: 
a) We have many more human cells than non-human microbial cells in our body
b) We have about the same amount of non-human microbial cells in our body as human cells
c) We have many more non-human microbial cells in our body than human cells.

Are all microbes in our body (or that of insects) beneficial to us or their other hosts?
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Can microbes make fruit flies stronger?

What we really want to know is how the antibiotics changed the flies' microbiomes from what they 
would have been without antibiotics. We can't do this on the same flies, obviously, but what we can 
do is compare flies with the treatment to ones that are exactly the same except that they receive 
no antibiotics. The difference between the two groups shows us the effect of the treatment. This 
is important because flies might die for other reasons during the experiment - if we don't have 
an untreated group we can't say how many flies would be expected to die normally under wasp 
attack, compared to how many more die after  wasp attack due to a changed microbiome. 

C is true. We have many more NON-human microbial cells in our body than human ones. In fact, 
they outnumber our cells by at least a factor of 3 (and some experts think even by a factor of 10)! 
Since these microbial organisms also have genes, the microbiome is also called “our extended 
genome”). All the microbes in our body together weigh about as much as our brain.

No. Some just live their life, without helping or hurting their host (or we just may have not figured 
out yet what exactly they do). Some are hugely beneficial for their host. But some are pathogens 
and can make us sick. Often, these various microbes are fighting wars against each other, and 
sometimes the beneficial one win, sometimes the ones that cause us harm do.
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